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Two perspectives

1. European career perspectives for teachers
based on the work of the ECs Working Group Schools

2. Strengthening teacher career opportunities in the Netherlands



The organisational structure of teaching
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The implications for teacher development
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Ready teachers???
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https://www.aitsl.edu.au/tools-resources/ 
/action-now-classroom-ready-teachers

Teacherready.org

http://www.nea.org/home/profession-ready-teachers.html

www.coalitionforteachingquality.org/



A narrow and static view on the profession

Dominant messages:
• To be a teacher implies teaching in classrooms
• Teachers need to meet the qualifications from the start

Resulting in:
A narrow and static image of the profession, reducing the 
attractiveness of the profession





How to understand career opportunities?

Vertical (in terms of salaries, 
status, authority, …)

Vertical and horizontal 
and …



Whose concern is leading?

The system?

System needs and 
ambitions

‘Strategic’ HR

Fixed and formalized

The individual?

Individual needs and 
ambitions

Vocational psychology

Varied and diverse

?



Career progression

How do teachers stay passionate 
in their profession?

During 5, 10, 20 or 30 years

Key elements:
• Variation
• Challenge
• Growth
• Recognition



Diverse ‘career’ opportunities

Moving upwards

Moving up and along

Moving sideways

Changing contexts

Adding layers

Moving in and out



A framework for teacher careers



Stimulating teacher careers in the Netherlands

Since 2018

• A shared understanding and language

• A shared knowledge base

• Tools for teachers and school heads

• Collaboration of schools and TE institutions on support programmes (CPD) 
and development of HR policies in schools

TE Institutions + National school boards + teacher bodies + regional networks 
on teacher shortage + regional authorities



Mapping possibilities

Snoek et al (2019) Reframing the teacher profession as a dynamic multifaceted profession 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ejed.12350


A underlying knowledge base
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Tools for teachers and school leaders

• Career competences for teachers

• Dialogue within school teams

• Reflective tools supporting competence 
development within the profession

• Inspirational portraits and narratives

• A central website for teachers and 
school leaders



Regional networks (Amsterdam example)

Collaboration of school boards, teacher education institutions and local 
authorities to …

• Strengthen awareness of teachers, school leaders, HR experts in schools

• Support school policies on teacher career development

• Development of CPD programmes
• Career orientation for teachers

• Teacher leadership

• Pedagogical expert

• Curriculum expert

• Coaching expert

• Leadership for growth
(for (deputy) school heads)



A developmental process

• No fixed career pathways, but a career map with opportunities

• Inspirational and conceptual

• Wide and growing acceptance 

• Outside the formal negotiations between stakeholders (ministry, 
unions, employers)

• No focus on formal structures 
– need to be solved at local level

→ Strength and weakness



Questions and comments?


